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A METHOD AND AN APPARATUSFOR PROCESSING AN AUDIO

SIGNAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to an apparatus for

processing an audio signal and method thereof. Although the

present invention is suitable for a wide scope of

applications, it is particularly suitable for processing an

audio signal received on a digital medium, a broadcast

signal or the like.

BACKGROUND ART

Generally, while downmixing several audio objects to

be a mono or stereo signal, parameters from the individual

object signals can be extracted. These parameters can be

used in a decoder of an audio signal, and

positioning/panning of the individual sources can be

controlled by user' selection.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

However, in order to control each object signal,

sources included in downmix need to be appropriately

positioned or panned.

Moreover, in order to provide backward compatibility



with a channel-oriented decoding scheme, an object

parameter should be flexibly converted to a multi- channel

parameter.

TECHNICAL SOLUTION

Accordingly, the present invention is directed to an

apparatus for processing an audio signal and method thereof

that substantially obviate one or more of the problems due

to limitations and disadvantages of the related art.

An object of the present invention is to provide an

apparatus for processing an audio signal and method thereof,

by which gain and panning of an object can be controlled

without restriction.

Another object of the present invention is to provide

an apparatus for processing an audio signal and method

thereof, by which gain and panning of an object can be

controlled based on a selection made by a user.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS

Accordingly, the present invention provides the

following effects or advantages.

First of all, according to the present invention,

gain and panning of an object can be controlled without

restriction.



Secondly, according to the present invention, gain

and panning of an object can be controlled based on a

selection made by a user.

Thirdly, according to the present invention, gain and

panning of an object can be controlled no matter what a

downmix signal is a mono signal or a stereo signal.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are included to

provide a further understanding of the invention and are

incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification,

illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with

the description serve to explain the principles of the

invention.

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an audio signal

processing apparatus according to an embodiment of the

present invention;

FIG. 2 is a detailed block diagram of an information

generating unit of an audio signal processing apparatus

according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 are flowcharts for an audio signal

processing method according to an embodiment of the present

invention.



BEST MODE

Additional features and advantages of the invention

will be set forth in the description which follows, and in

part will be apparent from the description, or may be

learned by practice of the invention. The objectives and

other advantages of the invention will be realized and

attained by the structure particularly pointed out in the

written description and claims thereof as well as the

appended drawings.

To achieve these and other advantages and in

accordance with the purpose of the present invention, as

embodied and broadly described, a method of processing an

audio signal according to the present invention includes

receiving downmix information, object information and mix

information, generating and transferring multi-channel

information using at least one of the downmix information,

the object information and the mix information, and

selectively generating and transferring either first gain

information or extra multi- channel information including

second gain information in accordance with a decoding mode

using at least one of the object information and the mix

information.

According to the present invention, the method can



further include generating a multi-channel audio using

either the first gain information or the extra multi¬

channel information including the second gain information,

the multi- channel information and the downmix information.

According to the present invention, the object

information includes at least one of object level

information and object correlation information.

According to the present invention, the multi-channel

information corresponds to information for upmixing the

downmix signal into the multi-channel signal and the multi¬

channel information is generated using the object

information and the mix information.

According to the present invention, the multi-channel

information includes at least one of channel level

information and channel correlation information.

According to the present invention, the first gain

information is calculated per a time-subband variant.

According to the present invention, the first gain

information indicates a ratio of a user gain calculated

based on the object information and the mix information to

an object level calculated from the object information.

According to the present invention, the multi-channel

information and the first gain information are transferred

together.



According to the present invention, the extra multi

channel information corresponds to HRTF information for

binaural .

According to the present invention, generating either

the first gain information or the extra multi -channel

information includes if the decoding mode is not a binaural

mode, generating the first gain information and if the

decoding mode is the binaural mode, generating the extra

multi -channel information.

According to the present invention, the HRTF

information includes HRTF parameter and the object

information.

According to the present invention, the HRTF

parameter corresponds to a parameter extracted from an HRTF

database.

According to the present invention, the second gain

information corresponds to information for controlling a

per-object level and the second gain information is

generated based on the mix information.

According to the present invention, if the downmix

signal corresponds to a mono signal, the method further

includes bypassing the downmix signal, wherein in

generating either the first gain information or the extra

multi-channel information, if the decoding mode is not a



binaural mode, the first gain information is generated and

wherein in generating either the first gain information or

the extra multi-channel information, if the decoding mode

is the binaural mode, the extra multi-channel information

is generated.

According to the present invention, the method

further includes if a channel number of the downmix signal

is at least two, generating downmix processing information

using at least one of the object information and the mix

information and processing the downmix signal using the

downmix processing information, wherein in generating

either the first gain information or the extra multi

channel information, if the decoding mode is a binaural

mode, the extra multi -channel information is generated.

According to the present invention, the mix

information is generated based on at least one of object

position information, object gain information and playback

configuration information.

According to the present invention, the downmix

signal is received via a broadcast signal.

According to the present invention, the downmix

signal is received on a digital medium.

To further achieve these and other advantages and in

accordance with the purpose of the present invention, a



computer -readable recording medium according to the present

invention includes a program recorded therein, wherein the

program is provided for executing receiving downmix

information, object information and mix information,

generating and transferring multi -channel information using

at least one of the downmix information, the object

information and the mix information, and selectively

generating and transferring either first gain information

or extra multi -channel information including second gain

information in accordance with a decoding mode using at

least one of the object information and the mix information.

To further achieve these and other advantages and in

accordance with the purpose of the present invention, an

apparatus for processing an audio signal according to the

present invention includes an information receiving unit

receiving downmix information, object information and mix

information, an information generating unit generating

multi-channel information using at least one of the downmix

information, the object information and the mix information,

the information generating unit selectively generating

either first gain information or extra multi-channel

information including second gain information in accordance

with a decoding mode using at least one of the object

information and the mix information, and an information



transferring unit transferring the multi-channel

information, the information transferring unit transferring

either the first gain information or the extra multi

channel information including the second gain information

in accordance with the decoding mode.

It is to be understood that both the foregoing

general description and the following detailed description

are exemplary and explanatory and are intended to provide

further explanation of the invention as claimed.

MODE FOR INVENTION

Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred

embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are

illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

In this disclosure, information means a terminology

that covers values, parameters, coefficients, elements and

the like overall. So, its meaning can be construed

different for each case. This does not put limitation on

the present invention.

And, a multi- channel audio signal of the present

invention is to be understood as a concept that includes a

channel signal having a stereo effect (3D effect, binaural

effect) applied thereto as well as a 3-channel or higher

signal.



FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an audio signal

processing apparatus according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

Referring to FIG. 1 , an audio signal processing

apparatus 100 according to an embodiment of the present

invention includes an information generating unit 110, a

downmix processing unit 120, and a multi-channel decoder

130.

The information generating unit 110 receives side

information including object information and mix

information. The information generating unit 110 generates

first gain information or extra multi-channel information

(EMI) using the received information. In this case, an

extra multi-channel parameter (EMI) includes HRTF (head-

related transfer functions) information for a binaural mode

and second gain information. Meanwhile, details for the

object information (01) , the mix information (MXI) , the

first gain information, the extra multi-channel information

(EMI) and the like will be explained later with reference

to FIG. 2 . Moreover, in case of generating the first gain

information, the information generating unit 110 transfers

multi- channel information (MI) including the first gain

information to the multi-channel decoder 130. In case of

not generating the first gain information, the information



generating unit 110 transfers mult i-channel information

(MI) excluding the first gain information and the extra

multi-channel information (EMI) to the multi-channel

decoder 130. Its details will be explained later with

reference to FIG. 2 . In addition, the information

generating unit 110 is capable of generating downmix

processing information (DPI) using the object information

(01) and the mix information (MXI) .

The downmix processing unit 120 receives downmix

information (hereinafter named 'downmix signal (DMX) ') and

then processes the downmix signal DMX using downmix

processing information (DPI) . In case that the downmix

signal (DMX) corresponds to a mono signal, the downmix

processing unit 120 bypasses the downmix signal (DMX)

without processing it. In this case, in order to adjust a

gain of the downmix signal (DMX) , the information

generating unit 110 is able to generate the first gain

information. Meanwhile, in case that a channel number of

the downmix signal (DMX) corresponds to at least two (i.e.,

the downmix signal is not a mono signal but a stereo or

multi-channel signal) , information for adjusting gain and

panning of object may be included in the downmix processing

information (DPI) or the extra multi-channel information

(EMI) instead of being included in the first gain



information. This will be explained in detail later.

The mult i-channel decoder 130 receives a processed

downmix. The multi- channel decoder 130 generates a multi¬

channel signal by upmixing the processed downmix signal

using the multi -channel information (MI) . In case that the

extra multi-channel information (EMI) is received, the

multi-channel decoder 30 modifies the multi-channel signal

using the received extra multi-channel information (EMI) .

FIG. 2 is a detailed block diagram of an information

generating unit of an audio signal processing apparatus

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 2 , an information generating unit

110 includes an information receiving unit 112, a multi¬

channel information generating unit 114, a first gain

information generating unit 114a, an extra multi-channel

information generating unit 116, and an information

transferring unit 118. Meanwhile, the information

generating unit 110 may include the information receiving

unit 112 and the information transferring unit 118 .

Alternatively, the information receiving unit 112 and the

information transferring unit 118 may correspond to

elements configured separate from the information

generating unit 110. Moreover, the multi-channel

information generating unit 114 may include the first gain



information generating unit 114a, which does not restrict

various implementations of the present invention.

The information receiving unit 112 receives object

information (01) via a broadcast signal, a digital medium

or the like. In this case, the object information (01) may¬

be the information extracted from the aforesaid side

information. The object information (01) is information on

objects included within a downmix signal and may include

object level information, object correlation information

and the like. Meanwhile, the information receiving unit 112

receives mix information (MXI) via a user interface or the

like. In this case, the mix information (MXI) is the

information generated based on object position information,

object gain information, playback configuration information

and the like. In particular, the object position

information is the information inputted for a user to

control position or panning of each object. The object gian

information is the information inputted for a user to

control gain fo each object. The playback configuration

information is the information that includes the number of

speakers, a position of each speaker, ambient information

(virtual position of speaker) and the like. And, the

playback configuration information can be inputted by a

user, stored in advance or received from other devices.



The multi- channel information generating unit 114

generates multi -channel information (MI) using the object

information (01) and the mix information (MXI) . In this

case, the multi-channel information (MI) is the information

for upmixing a downmix signal (DMX) and may include channel

level information, channel correlation information and the

like.

The first gain information generating unit 114a

generates first gain information using the object

information (01) and the mix information (MXI) . In this

case, the first gain information is the information for

modifying a gain of the downmix signal (DMX) and can be

called a gain modifying factor or an arbitrary downmix gain

(ADG) . The first gain information can be represented as a

ratio of a user gain estimated based on the object

information (01) and the mix information (MXI) to an object

level estimated from the object information (01) . And, the

first gain information can be calculated per a time-subband.

If the first gain information is applied to the downmix

signal (DMX) , prior to upmixing the downmix signal (DMX) ,

it is able to adjust a gain of the downmix signal per a

specific time and per a specific frequency band. Hence, it

is able to adjust a gain of each object accoding to user's

control .



Meanwhile, in case that a downmix (DMX) is a mono

signal, the first gain information generating unit 114a is

able to generate first gain information. Furthermore, in

case that a downmix signal (DMX) is a mono signal, when the

extra multi- channel information generating unit 116 does

not generate HRTF information for a binaural mode, the

first gain information generating unit 114a is able to

generate first gain information. In case that HTRF

information for a binaural mode is generated, second gain

information for adjusting an object gain can be included

within the HRTF information. So, if the first gain

information for adjusting a gain of object is generated,

generation and transport of gain information may be

overlapped. Details for the binaural mode and the like will

be explained later together with the extra multi-channel

generating unit 116 .

The extra multi-channel generating unit 116 generates

extra multi-channel information (EMI) using object

information (01) , mix information (MXI) and an HRTF

database. The extra multi-channel information (EMI) may

include HTRF information for binaural mode. In this case,

the binaural mode is a processing mode for 3-dimensional

stereo sound in a channel-oriented decoding scheme (e.g.,

MPEG Surround) .



Meanwhile, the HRTF information may include: 1 )

second gain information; 2 ) HRTF parameter; and 3 ) object

information. In this case, the second gain information is

the information for controlling a object gain and may be

estimated based on mix information (MXI) . And, the HRTF

parameter may be the parameter extracted from the HTRF

database. Since it is able to independently use the HRTF

information for each decoder, an audio signal can be

effectively decoded using the HRTF information. The object

information may be object information (01) received via the

information receiving unit 112.

Besides, it is able to assume that objects signals

are controlled in a manner of Formula 1 .

[Formula 1 ]

L new = a , xobj ] + a 2 x obj 2 + a 3 x obj 3 + + a n χ obj n ,

R
new = b, xobj, + b2 XObJ2 + b3 x obj3 + -- bn XObJn

In this case, Lnew nd Rnew indicate signals desired by

a user. And, Obj indicate information representing

characteristic (energy, correlation, etc.) of object and

may be the information extracted from the aforesaid object

information (OI ). Moreover, a and b are coefficients for

object control and may be the information extracted mix

information (MXI) inputted by a user. To correspond to a



and bk, the first gain information or the HRTF parameter

can be set .

In particular, Formula 1 can be represented as

Formula 2 as well.

[Formula 2 ]

In this case, HRTF' indicates an HRTF parameter and

Ch' indicates a channel signal.

Besides, the following is possible.

[Formula 3 ]

In this case, is a factor to adjust a gain and may

correspond to second gain information.

Meanwhile, in the MPEG Surround standard (5-l-5i

configuration) (from ISO/IEC FDIS 23003-1:2006 (E) ,

Information Technology - MPEG Audio Technologies - Parti:

MPEG Surround) , binaural processing can be represented as

follows.

[Formula 4 ]

In this case, yB' is an output signal and a matrix H

is a transform matrix for performing a binaural processing.



And, the matrix H can be expressed as follows .

[Formula 5]

Each component of the matrix H can be defined as

follows .

[Formula 6 ]

[Formula 7]

[Formula 8]
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In Formula 7 , PX,C', Pχ,L' and the like are factors

corresponding to HTRF parameters and can correspond to the

second gain information in Formula 3 . And, σc ' , σL' and

the like in Formula 7 are factors indicating channel power

and can correspond to the object power in Formula 1 . Thus,

since the correspondent relation is effected, it is able to

generate a signal specified by a user using the HRTF

parameters. In other words, it is able to generate output

by applying HRTF parameter to value corresponding to each

channel given by the Formulas.

The information transferring unit 118 transfers

multi- channel information (MI) and also transfers either

the first gain information or the extra multi-channel

information (EMI) . In particular, in case that the first

gain information is generated by the first gain information

generating unit 114a, the information transferring unit 118

transfers the multi-channel information including the first

gain information. In case that the extra multi -channel

information (EMI) is generated by the extra multi-channel

information generating unit 116, the information

transferring unit 118 transfers the multi-channel

information (MI) excluding the first gain information and

the extra multi-channel information (EMI) . In this case, it

is to be understood that it is able to transfer the first



gain information of default instead of excluding the first

gain information from the multi- channel information (MI) .

Meanwhile, in case that the extra multi-channel

information (EMI) including the HRTF information is

transferred, the information transferring unit 118

transfers a specific HRTF parameter once and is then able

to transfer information (e.g., index) capable of

identifying the specific HRTF parameter.

After a bit stream matching a syntax of a channel-

oriented standard (e.g., MPEG Surround) has been generated

using the multi-channel information (MI) and the first gain

information, the information transferring until 118 is able

to transfer the generated bit stream. This does not put

limitation on various implementations of the present

invention.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart for an audio signal processing

method according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 3 , a downmix signal (DMX), object

information (01) and mix information (MXI) are received

[SIlO] . Multi-channel information is generated and then

transferred using the object information (01) and the mix

information (MXI) [S120] . If the downmix signal is not a

mono signal ( no' in the step S130) (i.e., the downmix

signal is a stereo signal) , steps S210 to S240 are executed.



This will be explained in detail later with reference to

FIG. 4 . In case that first gain information is generated

regardless of whether the downmix signal is a mono signal

or a stereo signal, it is a matter of course that the step

S13 0 and the steps S210 to S24 0 can be omitted.

Meanwhile, in case that the downmix signal is the

mono signal ( yes' in the step S130) , it is decided whether

information for a binaural mode will be generated or not

[S140] . If the information for the binaural mode is not to

be generated ( no' in the step S140) , first gain

information is generated for controlling an object gain

[S150] . Subsequently, multi-channel information (MI)

including the first gain information is transferred [S170] .

In this case, the first gain information can be transferred

together with the multi-channel information of the step

S120. A multi-channel decoder receives the multi-channel

information and is then able to control a gain of the

downmix signal by applying the received multi-channel

information.

In case that the information for the binaural mode is

generated in the step S14 0 ( yes' in the step S140) , HTRF

information including second gain information, HRTF

parameter and object parameter is generated using object

information, mix information, HRTF database and the like



[S170] . Subsequently, extra multi-channel information (EMI)

including the second gain information is transferred [S180] .

In case that the downmix signal is not the mono

signal in the step S130, downmix processing information is

preferentially generated using the object information (01)

and the mix information (MXI) [S210] . A downmix is

processed using the downmix processing information (DPI)

generated in the step S210 [S220] . In case of the binaural

mode ( yes' in the step S230) , the aforesaid steps S170 and

S180 are executed. If it is not the binaural mode ('no' in

the step S230) , all procedures are ended.

While the present invention has been described and

illustrated herein with reference to the preferred

embodiments thereof, it will be apparent to those skilled

in the art that various modifications and variations can be

made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of

the invention. Thus, it is intended that the present

invention covers the modifications and variations of this

invention that come within the scope of the appended claims

and their equivalents.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

Accordingly, the present invention is applicable to a

process for encoding/decoding an audio signal.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A method of processing an audio signal,

comprising:

receiving downmix information, object information and

mix information;

generating and transferring multi-channel information

using at least one of the downmix information, the object

information and the mix information; and

selectively generating and transferring either first

gain information or extra multi-channel information

including second gain information in accordance with a

decoding mode using at least one of the object information

and the mix information.

2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising

generating a multi-channel audio using either the first

gain information or the extra multi-channel information

including the second gain information, the multi-channel

information and the downmix information.

3 . The method of claim I7 wherein the object

information includes at least one of object level

information and object correlation information.



4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the multi¬

channel information corresponds to information for upmixing

the downmix signal into the multi- channel signal and the

multi -channel information is generated using the object

information and the mix information.

5 . The method of claim 4 , wherein the multi

channel information includes at least one of channel level

information and channel correlation information.

6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first gain

information is calculated per a time-subband.

7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first gain

information indicates a ratio of a user gain calculated

based on the object information and the mix information to

an object level calculated from the object information.

8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the multi

channel information and the first gain information are

transferred together.

9 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the extra multi-



channel information corresponds to HRTF information for

binaural .

10. The method of claim 9 , generating either the

first gain information or the extra multi-channel

information, comprising:

if the decoding mode is not a binaural mode,

generating the first gain information; and

if the decoding mode is the binaural mode, generating

the extra multi-channel information.

11. The method of claim 9 , wherein the HRTF

information includes HRTF parameter and the object

information.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the HRTF

parameter corresponds to a parameter extracted from an HRTF

database .

13. The method of claim 1 , wherein the second gain

information corresponds to information for controlling a

object level, and the second gain information is generated

based on the mix information.



14. The method of claim 1 , if the downmix signal

corresponds to a mono signal, the method further comprising

bypassing the downmix signal,

wherein the generating either the first gain

information or the extra multi-channel information,

comprising:

if the decoding mode is not a binaural mode,

generating the first gain information and

if the decoding mode is the binaural mode, generating

the extra multi- channel information.

15. The method of claim 1 , further comprising:

if a channel number of the downmix signal is at least

two, generating downmix processing information using at

least one of the object information and the mix

information; and

processing the downmix signal using the downmix

processing information,

wherein the generating either the first gain

information or the extra multi-channel information,

comprising:

if the decoding mode is a binaural mode, generating

the extra multi -channel information.



16. The method of claim 1 , wherein the mix

information is generated based on at least one of object

position information, object gain information and playback

configuration information.

17. The method of claim 1 , wherein the downmix

information is received via a broadcast signal.

18. The method of claim 1 , wherein the downmix

information is received on a digital medium.

19. A computer -readable recording medium,

comprising a program recorded therein, the program provided

for executing:

receiving downmix information, object information and

mix information;

generating and transferring multi-channel information

using at least one of the downmix information, the object

information and the mix information; and

selectively generating and transferring either first

gain information or extra multi- channel information

including second gain information in accordance with a

decoding mode using at least one of the object information

and the mix information.



20. An apparatus for processing an audio signal,

comprising:

an information receiving unit receiving downmix

information, object information and mix information;

an information generating unit generating multi¬

channel information using at least one of the downmix

information, the object information and the mix information,

the information generating unit selectively generating

either first gain information or extra mult i-channel

information including second gain information in accordance

with a decoding mode using at least one of the object

information and the mix information; and

an information transferring unit transferring the

multi-channel information, the information transferring

unit transferring either the first gain information or the

extra multi-channel information including the second gain

information in accordance with the decoding mode.
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